Examples of Footnote Formats for *Frontiers*

Please follow the notes-and-bibliography style described in the *Chicago Manual of Style*; see especially chapter 16 ("Documentation I: Basic Patterns") and chapter 17 ("Documentation II: Specific Content"). Do not use in-text citation with a reference list.

The notes-and-bibliography style uses a superscript number to mark a citation in the text, and then enters the citation at the end of the paper as an endnote. In the endnote itself, the number is set on the line with a period after it, not as superscript. The first reference to a work contains the entire bibliographical information; subsequent references to the same work use a short form.

Please remember, also, that a quoted or paraphrased passage requires a reference to a specific page, rather than inclusive page numbers for an entire article or chapter.

Here are a few examples showing frequently used reference formats.

**Books: Print**

*Book*


*Article in an anthology*


*A translation*

An edition or anthology cited under editor’s name


Reprints, editions


Example of a short form for subsequent references


Books: Online
*Please remember to include date accessed as well as publication date.*


Periodicals: Print

Journal articles

12. Janann Sherman, "’’They Either Need These Women or They Do Not’: Margaret Chase Smith and the Fight for Regular


**Example of a short form for subsequent references**


*Newspaper*


*Popular magazine*


*Book review*


*Periodicals: Online*

*Please remember to include the date accessed as well as the date of publication.*

*Journal article posted online*

43. Delia Douglas, “To Be Young, Gifted, Black and Female,” *Sociology of Sport Online* 5, no. 2 (2002),

**Online publication**


**Multiple Authors**

**Two authors**


**More than three authors**


**Unpublished Material**

1. Kate Graves Family Papers, author’s possession.


**Thesis or Dissertation**


**Material Published Informally Online**


Material Published at an Organization or Business Web Site


Interviews & Personal Communication

Letters


Interview (i.e., primary source obtained by author)


Scripture
Please note that the version used is also required. See Chicago 15, p. 580, for a list of standard abbreviations.

5. 2 Chron. 23:7 (AV).

Public Documents
What follows are only a few examples, as it is impossible to cover this topic fully here. Please see Chicago 15, Section 17.298 and following.

Census report (Canadian)

Public records

1. Rural Municipality of Waverley, Glentworth, Saskatchewan, Minutes of Council Meetings, 1930–42.

Associations, municipal groups, etc.


United Nations entities


Online Sites & Multimedia

15. Darren Rovell, “Are Venus and Serena Bad for Tennis?” ESPN Sports Business,

**Narrative notes**

22. I received the following statistical breakdown of women and men plastic surgeons from the media department of the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery: As of December 30, 2001 (the most recent information available), the American Board of Plastic Surgery (ABPS) had certified approximately 481 female plastic surgeons out of a total of 6,125 surgeons certified. That is approximately 7 percent. According to the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ASAPS), as of February 26, 2004, approximately 96 female plastic surgeons are Active Members of ASAPS, out of 1,633 active members in the United States and Canada. That is approximately 6 percent. Thanks to Adeena Colbert, Manager of ASAPS Media Relations, for this information.